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S 989. 1999 GOVERNOR'S DWI AMENDMENTS (=H 1135). TO IMPLEMENT THE 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE GOVERNOR'S DWI TASK FORCE.  
 Restrictions on restoration of drivers licenses. Amends GS 20-19 to provide that when 
Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) restores person’s drivers license that was revoked under GS 
20-13.2(a) (provisional license offense), GS 20-23 (conviction in another state) when involving 
impaired driving, GS 20-23.2 (impaired driving in federal court), GS 20-17(a)(2) (impaired driving 
under 20-138.1 and 20-138.2), GS 20-17(a)(1) or (a)(9) (homicides or death by vehicle involving 
impaired driving), or GS 20-19(c3), DMV must place applicable restriction on person’s drivers 
license.  (1) For first restoration of drivers license for person convicted of impaired driving (GS 20-
138.1) or driver’s license revoked under GS 20-23 or GS 20-23.2, when offense substantially 
similar to NC’s impaired driving offense, DMV must place restriction on person’s drivers license 
that person not operate vehicle with alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more at any relevant time 
after driving; for second or subsequent restoration of driver’s license, that person not operate 
vehicle with alcohol concentration greater than 0.00 at relevant time after driving.  (2) For 
restoration of drivers license for person convicted of impaired driving in commercial motor vehicle 
(GS 20-138.2), driving while less than 21 after consuming alcohol or drugs (GS 20-138.3), felony 
death by vehicle [GS 20-141.4(a1)], manslaughter or negligent homicide resulting from operation 
of motor vehicle when offense involved impaired driving, DMV must place restriction on person’s 
drivers license that person not operate vehicle with alcohol concentration of 0.00 or more at any 
relevant time after driving; this restriction also applies to restoration of drivers license revoked 
under GS 20-23 or GS 20-23.2, when offense substantially similar to these NC offenses.  Person 
seeking restoration of license must agree to submit to chemical analysis under GS 20-16.2 at 
request of law enforcement officer who has reasonable grounds to believe person is operating 
motor vehicle on highway in violation of restrictions; person must also agree that, when requested 
by officer, person will agree to be transported by officer to place where chemical analysis is to be 
administered. Restrictions placed on license are in effect (i) seven years from date of restoration if 
person’s license was permanently revoked, (ii) until person’s twenty-first birthday if revocation was 
for conviction under GS 20-138.3, or (iii) three years in all other cases. Violation of restriction or 
willful refusal to submit to chemical analysis will result in one-year revocation. If period of 
revocation was imposed under GS 20-16.2(d) or (e), any remaining period of original revocation, 
before its reduction, will be reinstated and one-year revocation begins after all other periods of 
revocation have terminated. Sets out procedures for person contesting revocation to request 
hearing before DMV and possible review by superior court. Makes conforming amendments to GS 
20-16.2, and adds provision allowing information by charging officer and chemical analyst to be 
sent to DMV by electronic means instead of by mailing affidavits. 
 Ignition interlock. Adds new GS 20-17.7, which is applicable to person whose license was 
revoked as result of conviction of impaired driving (GS 20-138.1) if (1) person had alcohol 
concentration of 0.16 or more; or (2) person has been convicted of another offense involving 
impaired driving, which offense occurred within seven years immediately preceding date of 
offense for which person’s license has been revoked. Provides that when DMV restores license of 
person subject to section, it must require person to agree to and must indicate on person’s drivers 
license the following restrictions: (1) person may operate only a vehicle that is equipped with 
functioning interlock system of type approved by Comm’r of Motor Vehicles; (2) person must 
personally activate ignition interlock system before driving motor vehicle; and (3) person may not 
drive with alcohol concentration of 0.01 or greater. Sets out how long interlock requirement must 
be imposed. Adds new GS 20-179.3(g5) to require that if person’s drivers license is revoked for 
conviction of GS 20-138.1, and person had alcohol concentration of 0.16 or more, judge must 
include all of following in limited driving privilege: (1) applicant may operate only designated motor 
vehicle; (2) such vehicle must be equipped with functioning interlock system; and (3) applicant 
must personally activate ignition interlock system before driving vehicle. Provides that person who 
violates section commits the offense of driving while license revoked under GS 20-28(a). Provides 
for length of license revocation for violation of restriction, right to hearing, and related matters. 
 Open container changes. Deletes from GS 18B-401(a) offense of person driving motor 
vehicle on highway or public vehicular area while consuming malt beverage or unfortified wine. 
Adds new GS 20-138.7(a1) to prohibit person from driving motor vehicle on highway or public 



vehicular area while there is alcoholic beverage other than in unopened manufacturer’s original 
container in passenger area. However, if the driver is not consuming alcohol and has no alcohol 
remaining in driver’s body, it is not a violation if the container is: (1) in passenger area of motor 
vehicle designed, maintained, or used primarily for transportation of people for compensation; or 
(2) in living quarters of house trailer, motor home, or house car. Violation is a lesser included 
offense of GS 20-138.7(a) and is an infraction. 
 HGN test admissibility. Adds new GS 8-50.3 to provide that results of horizontal gaze 
nystagmus (HGN) test are admissible as evidence of person’s impairment by impairing substance 
in criminal, civil, or administrative proceeding and for purpose of corroborating opinion about 
another’s mental or physical impairment from impairing substance. However, results are not 
admissible unless person administering HGN test (i) had received training in administrating HGN 
test before conducting test and (ii) had followed training in administering test. 
 Limited privilege alcohol screening test admissibility. Amends GS 20-179.3(j) to allow alcohol 
screening test to be administered to driver suspected of violating section (violation of limited 
driving privilege), and results of test or driver’s refusal to submit may be used by officer, court, or 
administrative agency in determining if alcohol was present in driver’s body, provided that device 
is approved device and test was conduced according to regulations. 
 Increase punishment for 19- or 20-year-old purchase or possession of beer or unfortified 
wine. Repeals GS 18B-302(i). Repeal effectively increases punishment from infraction to Class 1 
misdemeanor for nineteen or twenty year old who purchases or possesses malt beverage or 
unfortified wine under GS 18B-302(b)(1). Makes conforming amendment to GS 15A-146(a). 
 Other DWI changes. Amends GS 20-28.2(a) to include within impaired driving revocation, 
making motor vehicle subject to forfeiture under certain conditions, a revocation pursuant to laws 
of another state and offense for which person’s license is revoked prohibits substantially similar 
conduct that if committed in this state would result in revocation under GS 20-28.2(a)(1) and 
(a)(2). Amends GS 20-139.1(b3) (sequential tests required) to delete the word “willful” before the 
word “refusal” throughout the subsection. Amends GS 20-138.2A (operating commercial vehicle 
after consuming alcohol) and 20-138.2B (operating school bus, school activity bus, or child care 
vehicle after consuming alcohol) to (1) change element of each offense from a reference to a 
specific alcohol concentration to a prohibition against driving while consuming alcohol or while 
alcohol remains in person’s body; (2) provide that odor of alcoholic beverage on driver’s breath is 
insufficient evidence by itself to convict unless driver was offered alcohol screening test or 
chemical analysis and refused to provide all required samples of breath or blood for analysis; and 
(3) allows use of results of alcohol screening tests by law enforcement officer, court, or 
administrative body under certain conditions. 
 Effective date. Effective Dec. 1, 1999; applies to offenses committed on or after that date. 
Intro. by Odom and Forrester. 
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